LL(1) Parsing Example

S ::= a S b | ϵ

Remaining Input: aaabbb

Sentential Form: aSb

Applied Production: S ::= a S b
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\[ S ::= a S b \mid \epsilon \]

Remaining Input:
\text{abbb}
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\text{aaaSbb}
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### Grammar

\[ S ::= aSb \mid \epsilon \]

### Remaining Input

\[ abbb \]

### Sentential Form

\[ aaaSbbb \]

### Applied Production

\[ S ::= aSb \]
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\[ S ::= a \, S \, b \mid \epsilon \]

Remaining Input: \[ bb \]

Sentential Form: \[ aaabbb \]
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\[ S ::= a S b | \epsilon \]

Remaining Input: 
\[ b \]

Sentential Form: 
\[ aaabbb \]

Applied Production:
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\[ S ::= a \, S \, b \mid \epsilon \]

Remaining Input:

\[ b \]

Sentential Form:

\[ aaabbb \]

Applied Production:
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$S ::= a \, S \, b \mid \epsilon$

Remaining Input:

Sentential Form:

$aaabbb$

Applied Production:
LL(1) Parsing Example

Remaining Input: bb

Sentential Form: aaabbb

Applied Production: 

$S :: = a S b | \epsilon$